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Extract the chemical structures (based on generic, IUPAC and brand names) 
using CHEMPAT Extractor



We can supply the ignore list of the 
chemical names which should not be 
picked during the process of 
chemical extraction.

We can select the  sections of the 
patents from where we would like to 
extract the chemical structures.





View by record: we can click on the patent of our interest to see all the 
structures present in the body of the patent.



We can view the patents even by chemical names.

Clicking on this will give us the hit details.





View by TAC: we can see the structures represented by each section 
of the patent by moving the cursor on the particular section of the patent.



We can edit  or draw a 
structure and save it in 
various formats on our 
HD for future use.



Substructure searching is possible using the chemical structure search 
option.



Results after doing substructure search 
in the set of 194 patents.



Various options available in chemical 
structure searching.

Similarly one can do chemical name 
search also within the set of patents.



In ‘chemical structure 
viewer’ (patent viewer) 
one can just keep cursor 
on the chemical names of 
interest and see the 
structure.



One can validate and  highlight a particular chemical name of their 
interest from the dataset.





We can even export the structures along 
with the other patent data in to word & 
excel files and save it on the hard disk.







Contact us today for a 

personalized demo

CHEMPAT Edition – Key Advantages

1. Identification of the chemical structure 
present within a set of patents is much 
faster and easier.

2. By using substructure search option one 
can determine the relevant patent for 
prior art searching.

3. Side by side claims and structure analysis 
in TAC view helps in quick identification of 
most relevant patents.

4. Saved structures can exported in variety 
of formats for use in various other 
softwares

5. Exporting the structures in word and 
excel will be very helpful in analyzing the 
patents and  for presentation purpose..
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